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The causal correlations between human genetic variants and linguistic (typological) features
could represent the mechanism required for gradual, accretionary models of language
evolution. The causal link is mediated by the process of cultural transmission of language
across generations in a population of genetically biased individuals. The particular case of
Tone, ASPM and Microcephalin is discussed as an illustration. It is proposed that this type
of genetically-influenced linguistic bias, coupled with a fundamental role for genetic and
linguistic diversities, provides a better explanation for the evolution of language and
linguistic universals.

1.

Language evolution as a gradual, accretionary process

There are many controversies concerning the evolution of language from a
primitive, language-less state shared with the rest of the animal kingdom, to a
derived one characterized by modern language, specific to our own species,
Homo sapiensa. Simplifying, the main divides across the field seem to concern:
i. the nature of the transition: catastrophic (Crow, 2002a, b) versus
gradual/accretionary (Pinker & Jackendoff, 2005; Smith, 2006; or
Hurford, 2003);
ii. the timing: recent (Crow, 2002a, b) versus ancient (Hurford, 2003);
iii. the protolanguage: holistic (Kirby, 2000 or Wray, 2000, 2002) versus
synthetic (Tallermann, 2006, Bickerton 2000),
but few theories address all these aspects at the same level of detail.
As argued extensively elsewhere (Dediu, 2006; Dediu, 2007), the model of
human evolution considered, whether explicitly or implicitly, strongly
a
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constrains the class of language evolution models envisageable. For example, a
strong adherence to the extreme Out-of-Africa with Replacement modelb
(Stringer & Andrews, 1988) will favor a recent, catastrophic view of the
evolution of language, in the vein of Crow (2002a, b). Of course, there is also a
much weaker reciprocal influence, informing the human evolutionary models
with data, theories and speculations originating from the considered model of
language evolution.
If we suspend the assumption of a punctual speciation event for modern
humans, the consequences for language evolution models are overwhelming
(Dediu, 2006, 2007). This requirement of a recent speciation event has placed
strong constraints on both the temporal span and the amount of diversity
(genetic and cultural) available for evolving language(s), which has lead, in
turn, to a very limited set of compatible proposals, namely either a hopeful
monster (FOXP2, protocadherinXY) or a purely cultural process
(compositionality as a result transmission bottlenecks).
However, even with a large degree of phenotypic plasticity (especially at the
neural level), it is hard to accept that a single lucky mutation could have
created modern language out of a radically different precursor, irrespective of
the proposed mechanisms (Mithen's (1996) “cognitive fluidity”, Crow's (2002b)
“lateralization”, etc.). The difficulty stems from the current data and theories
concerning the biological limits of phenotypes generated by catastrophic
mutations (West-Eberhard, 2003; Dawkins, 1997; Skelton, 1993; Gerhart &
Kirschner, 1997), the behavioral genetics of language arguing for an important
genetic component (accounted for by many genes with small effects,
comprising both generalists and specialists, most of them involved in more
than one aspect of language, or, generally, cognition; Stromswold, 2001;
Bishop, 2003; Fisher, Lai & Monaco, 2003; Plomin & Kovas, 2005) and the
fact that the indissoluble link between modern humans and modern language,
based on a specifically modern “package”, does not seem to hold (Dediu, 2006,
2007). The theories arguing for a purely cultural process (Kirby, 2000) still
seem to implicitly assume that biological evolution provided the cognitive
processes (potentially, non-language specific) required for a proper cultural
evolution of language. But, given the apparently very general requirements
(Kirby, 2000; Brighton, 2003), one is left to wonder if this really demands a
modern brain at all (Dediu, 2007).
b
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Given the previous discussion and the more detailed criticisms in Dediu (2006,
2007), it is proposed that a gradual, accretionary model for language evolution,
covering an extensive period of time c, offers a better alternative. This model is
fundamentally based on genetic and cultural diverse populations, involved in a
dynamic network of interactions (Dediu, 2007), whereby populations are
continuously expanding, contracting, becoming extinct and being replaced, but
in permanent contact with other such populations, and part of regional and
global networks of genetic and cultural exchanges. Inter-individual and interpopulation diversities are thus essential ingredients, and not just some form of
noise which must be filtered out in order to gain access to the core, universal
properties of interest. It can be said that it is through complex interactions
between diverse components that universals arise, in the first place.
However, the only missing fundamental ingredient for such gradual,
accretionary models of language evolution is represented by the small,
Darwinian genetic changes.

2.

Linguistic and genetic causal correlations – the case of linguistic
tone, ASPM and Microcephalin

More explicitly, how do these gradual, accretionary steps of language evolution
look like? They must certainly involve both genetic and linguistic coordinated
small changes, but so far, there seems to be no explicit model of their nature
and dynamics.
Dediu & Ladd (2007) present a potential case of such a relationship,
concerning two brain growth and development related genes, ASPM and
Microcephalin, and linguistic toned. ASPM and Microcephalin are two human
genes whose deleterious mutations cause primary recessive “high-functioning”
microcephaly (Gilbert, Dobyns & Lahn, 2005; Cox et al., 2006). Moreover, the
evolution of these two genes has been accelerated in the lineage leading to
humans (~2 favorable changes/million years), with Microcephalin evolving
preponderantly during the early and ASPM during the late stages of human
evolution (Gilbert, Dobyns & Lahn, 2005). Thus, these two genes represent
strong candidates for key players in the evolution of human-specific traits, and,
c
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even if their exact functions are not yet clear, they seem to be critical regulators
of brain growth and development in humans.
Two “derived” haplogroups, one for each of these two genes, have been
recently identifiede, showing signs of ongoing natural selection in humans
(Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2005; Evans et al., 2005). They seem to have appeared
recently (~5 and 37 thousand years ago, respectively) and MCPH-D even seems
to have introgressed into the modern human lineage from a different archaic
form (Evans et al., 2006), thus representing one of the strongest arguments
against Recent Out of Africa with Replacement (Dediu, 2007). To date, the
naturally selected phenotypic effects of these haplogroups have not been found:
they seem not to be connected with intelligence (Mekel-Bobrov et al., 2007),
brain size (Woods et al., 2006), head circumference, general mental ability,
social intelligence (Rushton et al., 2007), or the incidence of schizophrenia
(Rivero et al., 2006).
Linguistic tone is a typological linguistic feature (Haspelmath et al., 2005)
which, in broad terms, reflects the usage of pitch to convey differences in
meaning at the level of the word (Yip 2002:1; Dediu & Ladd, 2007). Tone is a
very complex topic in linguistics and its typology is still debated, especially the
case of so-called “pitch-accent languages” (Yip, 2002 or Dediu, 2007:291-293).
Geographically, tone languages tend to be clustered in sub-Saharan Africa, East
and South-East Asia and Central America/Caribbean/Amazonia (Maddieson,
2005; Dediu & Ladd, 2007) and, historically, tone can be acquired and lost
through ordinary processes, like the effects of voicing contrasts in obstruents
(Yip, 2002:35-38; Hyman, 1978).
The proposal of Dediu & Ladd (2007) is that ASPM-D and MCPH-D might
determine a very small bias at the individual level in the acquisition or
processing of linguistic tone, bias which can be amplified in a population
through the cultural transmission of language across generations, and
manifested in differences between the languages spoken by such populations.
They support this hypothesis by the fact that the population frequencies of
ASPM-D and MCPH-D correlate negatively with the use of linguistic tone by
that population (see Fig. 1), even after geography and shared linguistic history
have been controlled for. This correlation is highly significant and important
when compared with a sample of 983 genetic variants covering the nuclear
genome and 26 linguistic features representing various aspects of phonology,
e
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morphology and syntax (Dediu & Ladd, 2007; Dediu, 2007). These facts
suggest that the correlation between tone, ASPM-D and MCPH-D is not
satisfactorily explained by the “usual suspects”, namely contact (genetic and
linguistic), migrations or descent from a common ancestor (or a combination
thereof). However, exactly these factors represent the explanation for most of
the language-gene correlations detected to date.

Figure 1: Tone (open squares) and
non-tone languages (filled squares)
versus the population frequency of
ASPM-D (horizontal axis) and
MCPH-D (vertical axis).

That such biases can work has been suggested by both computer (Smith, 2004;
Nettle, 1999)f and mathematical (Kirby, Dowman & Griffiths; 2007) models,
but, if confirmed by further experimental studiesg, this would represent the first
case of a genetically-influenced linguistic bias manifest at the population level.
3.

Linguistic and genetic causal correlations – the mechanism of
gradual, accretionary language evolution?

This type of bias could represent the kind of mechanism required to underlie
gradual, accretionary accounts of language evolution, whereby small genetic
changes can appear, influence the capacity for language in diverse populations
and possibly became part of the universal, species-wide linguistic capacity.
Such small genetic changes which have a linguistic biasing effect, not
necessarily as their primary phenotype, can become fixed across the entire
Homo sapiens species due to either genetic drift or natural selection.
In the second case, it is possible that the phenotypic trait under natural
selection to be totally unrelated to language (as Dediu & Ladd (2007) suggest is
f
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A recently conducted computer simulation (Dediu, in preparation) seems to suggest that only certain
types of genetically-influenced linguistic biases can become manifest through cultural transmission.
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the case with ASPM-D and MCPH-D), or, it is also possible that it is exactly
the gene's effects on language which determine its increase in frequency.
Whichever the exact scenario, such a language-biasing genetic variant will
induce a change in the linguistic landscape. Moreover, future genetic variants
will act in this modified linguistic landscape and their fate will be influenced by
the particular history of previous mutations.
This complex accretionary process, involving interactions between many
genetic variants and linguistic states across evolutionary time, represents a
more plausible account for the evolution of language, being able to better
accommodate the data and theories originating in evolutionary biology,
genetics, behavior genetics and linguistics. Therefore, to return to the three
main controversies presented in the beginning, the model proposed here argues
for a gradual/accretionary transition, involving a long stretch of evolutionary
time and, as argued by Smith (2006), such a gradual model can also help settle
the dispute concerning the nature of the protolanguage (holistic vs. synthetic).
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